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Almost everyone love to stay in coffee shops. I don’t know why. Is it because people love coffee? Isn’t it bitter? People generally prefer sweet things, how come they ended drinking the opposite?

When I became a teacher, I thought it is a dream come true. Holding the diploma and my license made me thought that I received the sweetest gifts this world could offer. But when I started the “real” journey, I discovered it is never sweet. It is bitter.

Yes, I must say that every day is a sip to a cup of cold coffee. When you achieved something, most people tend to be bitter and cold towards you. While some other time, you may have a taste of hot coffee that they tend to be warm until they become hot and harsh later on and as usual, bitter again.

Oh how I love to visit the coffee shop where no matter how bitter a coffee tastes like, they still find ways to put more flavors into it to break its bitter taste. Its pessimistic blend could be changed to something light and colorful.

How I wish I am just at the coffee shop where in spite of the reality that coffee is indeed bitter, they can still offer peace and companionship. It is still a solemn and serene place to go.

With that, I think I just have to simply take it all. Take a sip and move on. We should know how to enjoy its bitter taste in any weather. If coffee shops know how to bend and blend to find sweetness from its own bitter flavor, why can’t we?
Be optimistic and put all the negative energies and vibes at the bin. Don’t let painful happenings in our lives put us down.
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